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DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES
OF STABLE STATE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS
W I T H DUAL CONNECTIONS 1
ATSUMI OHARA AND SHUN-ICHI AMARI

This paper gives new approach to investigate differential geometric structures of stable
and stable state feedback systems. For this purpose pairs of dual connections are introduced. Some of these connections are found to characterize the geometric structures of
stable state feedback systems well.

1. INTRODUCTION
There have been many differential geometric approaches to investigate structures of
linear (dynamical) systems (e.g. [l]-[3]). However, it seems that differential geometric structures of feedback systems, which are very important in the engineering
sense, have not been deeply studied yet.
As is widely known, the parametrization of stabilizing controllers by Youla et
al. [4] and Kucera [5] has given great advantage to the control theory and its applications. Since designers of controllers must optimize various performance indices
on the parametrized set of stabilizing controllers, studying its geometric structures
gives useful insights.
Recently, it has been shown that the set of stable matrices and the set of stabilizing state feedback gains are diffeomorphic to some kind of vector bundles, and the
set of state feedback system matrices is parametrically imbedded as a submanifold
of this vector bundle [6].
In this paper, we define metrics and connections on these vector bundles to analyze the differential geometric structures of stable state feedback systems. The
main tool used here is the theory of dual connections, what is called Information
Geometry, extensively studied by Amari [8] in statistics. Using this theory, we can
reveal the simple structures of the set of stable systems and stabilizing state feedback
gains, which can not be elucidated by usual Riemannian geometry.
1
Presented at the IFAC Workshop on System Structure and Control held in Prague on September
3-5, 1992.
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In this paper, PD(n), Skew(n) and S(n) denote, respectively, the set of n positive
definite real matrices, skew symmetric real matrices (M = —MT) and stable real
matrices (all the eigenvalues are located in the open left half complex plane).
2. PARAMETRIZATION OF STABILIZING STATE FEEDBACK GAINS AND
STABLE MATRICES
This section will give parametrizations of stabilizing state feedback gains and stable
matrices using Lyapunov equations. Complete derivations of the results in this
section can be found in [6].
Consider an n-dimensional linear system with m inputs represented by a state
space equation:
x = Ax + Bu,
(2.1)
where (A, B) is stabilizable and B is of column full rank.
Let Ts(A,B) denote the set of stabilizing state feedback gains F, i.e., Ts (A, B) :=
{F\A+BFeS(n)}.
Definition.
1. Let Q be in PD(n).
following equation:

The set of positive definite matrices P that satisfy the
+ PAT + Q)(I-BB^)

(I-BB^)(AP

= 0

(2.2)

is denoted by PD(n;
A,B,Q).
2. The set of skew symmetric matrices S that satisfy the following equation:
BB^SBB^

= S,

(or equivalent^ B flt S = S)

(2.3)

is denoted by Skew(n;B).
Here, J represents a pseudo (Moore-Penrose) inverse of matrix ..
Proposition 1.

(Parametrization of Ts(A,

i) Let Q be in PD(n).
parametrized by
F = -B^(AP

B))

All stabilizing state feedback gains F G Ts(A,B)

+ PAT + Q) (i-^BB^

P~l - B^ S P~l

are

(2.4)

using P G PD(n; A, B, Q) and S G Skew(n; B).
ii) The mapping ipQ : PD(n; A, B, Q) x Skew(n; B) -> TS(A, B) defined by (2.4)
is diffeomorphic.
iii) The feedback gain F represented as (2.4) satisfies the following Lyapunov
equation:
(A + BF)P + P(A + BF)T + Q = 0
for P G PD(n; A, B, Q) that is just parametrizing F in (2.4).
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Proposition 2.
i) The set PD(n; A, B, Q) is an m(2n -m+ l)/2 (=: Arp)-dimensional submanifoldofPrJ(n).
ii) The set Skew(n; B) is an m(m — l ) / 2 (=: Ns)-dimensional vector subspace of
Skew(n).
Proposition 3.

(Parametrization of S(n))

i) Let Q be in PD(n).

All stable matrices As G S(n) are parametrized by
AS

= -\QP~1

+ SP-1

(2.5)

using P G PD(n) and S G Skew(n).
ii) The mapping (J>Q : PD(n) x Skew(n) —+ S(n) defined by (2.5) is diffeomorphic.
iii) The stable matrix As represented as (2.5) satisfies the following Lyapunov
equation:
AsP + PAj + Q = 0.
R e m a r k 1. Proposition 3ii) shows that the set S(n) can be treated as a vector
bundle that consists of PD(n) as a base manifold and Skew(n) as a fibre of vector
space. We use a notation Skewp(n) to represent each fibre attached to the element P
in the base manifold PD(n). Each fibre Skewp(n) has its own metric depending on P
(Theorem 3.2). This is one of the main reason why we will treat PD(n) x Skew(n) as
a vector bundle rather than a mere product set. The interpretation of decomposition
(2.5) from point of view of system dynamics is discussed in [6,9].
Define the set of state feedback system matrices as
Sf(A,

B):={A

+ BF\Fe

TS(A, B)} C S(n)

and a mapping
X : TS(A, B)3F^A

+ BFE

SF(A,

Using (J>QX, we can characterize structures of Sj(A,B)
From (2.4) we can get
A

+

BF

= - \ Q P -

1

B).

in PD(n) x Skew(n).

+ (S0(P)-S)P-1,

(2.6)

where
So(P)

:=

AP-BB^

(AP + PAT + Q) (l-\BB^\+\Q,

PePD(n;

A,B,Q),

S G

(2.7)

Skew(n;B).

Since P G PD(n; A,B,Q),
So(P) is proved to be skew symmetric using (2.2) and
so is S0(P) - S.
Let Skewp(n; B) denote the set of all 5 G Skewp(n) that satisfy (2.3). Comparing
(2.5) and (2.6), we find how Sj(A,B) is imbedded in PD(n) x Skew(n) by ^Q1:
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4. The set of stable state feedback system matrices Sf(A, B) is
imbedded in the vector bundle PD(n) x Skew(n) as follows:
i) in the base manifold PD(n),
PD(n;A,B,Q),

Sf(A, B) is restricted to the submanifold
<j>Ql(Sf(A,B))

ii) in each fibre SkewP(n) such that P £ PD(n; A,B,Q),
stricted to So(P) + SkewP(n; B).

is re-

In other words, Sf(A, B) is diffeomorphic to a submanifold
<t>-Q\Sf(A,B))=

|J

{So(P) + SkewP(n;B)},

(2.8)

P€PD(n;A,B,Q)

contained in PD(n) x Skew(n).

ro\Sf(n;A,B)

)=

W

(See Figure 1).

IJ

{So(P)+

SkewP(n;B)}

PtPD(n;A,B,Q)

^(P^

+

Skewp^n-.B)

So(Pi) + Skewp
P,
fibre Skewp^n) equipped with
a fibre metric fij(Pi)
manifold PD(n) equipped
with a Riemannian metric gij(P)

Fig. 1. Geometric structures of <j>Q1(Sf(A, B)) in vector bundle PD(n) x Skew(n).
E x a m p l e 1.

Consider the following linear system:

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),

where A =

0 0 0"
0 0 1
1 0 0

, в=

"10 1
0 1

0 0J
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It is easily verified that (A, B) is controllable and B is of full column rank. Define
Q = I £ M 3 x 3 and represent P G PE>(3) and S G Sicew(3) as
P =

V2
44
V5

VI
V2
Vз

-G

0

Vз
V5
V6 .

, 5=

G

-C:
-C:

0

Cз

C2

0

Then we can obtain the parameter set PD(3; A, B, I) and Sicew(3; B) as follows:
Calculate (2.2) and (2.3) using the pseudo-inverse matrix of B:
u

[ 0

1 0

then we get 773 = - \ and C2 = Cs = 0. Thus, any P G PD(3; A,B,I)
Skew(3, B) are of the forms:
P =

V\
42

-£

V2 - f
»fe 4s
i/» »TB

,

0
G

S=

J

L °

-Ci 0
0
0

and S G

.

(2.9)

° ° .

Hence, all stabilizing state feedback gains of (A, B) are expressed using (2.4) and
P, S of (2.9) as
F = фj(P,S) =

i +G
7-G

-vi

-\~V5

-V2-V6

Vl
%
-5

V2 —
щ Vь
45 »/б

From (2.9), we can examine the number of free parameters of PD(3; A, B, I) and
that of Skew(3; B) are 5 and 1, respectively. These are equal to the dimension of
PD(3; A, B, I) and S7cew(3; B) calculated by Proposition 2.
Finally, we can obtain So(P) G SJcew(3) from (2.7) as
0
So(P) =

-\

o

i

-VI

Vi

V2

o

-m

and SQ(P) + Skewp(n; B) is the set of skew symmetric matrices of the form:

o
-І-G

l + G -vi
-V2
0

»7i

included in the fibre Skewp(n).
using (2.6) as
A+BF=tpi(P,S0(P)-S)

=

Then, all stable state feedback systems are expressed
1
, 2

l+G-чi

Vi

42

ЬG

i
2

-»?2
1
2 -

Vl V2
V2 V4
. ~2 45

1 " -1
2

45
46

The set of P o ( 3 ; A, B, I) x Sicew(3; S ) is imbedded in PD(3) x Sicew(3) in this way.
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3. TRANSFORMATION INVARIANT METRICS
To explore metric structures of PD(n) x Skew(n), we introduce metrics to two
vector bundles. One is a tangent bundle TPD(n) =• UpePD(n) I^" P^(n), where
Tp PD(n) denotes the tangent vector space at a point P £ PD(n). The other is
PD(n) x Skew(n) = \Jp£PD(n)Skew(n)
itself. A metric g(P) of TPD(n) is called
a Riemannian metric on PD(n) and we refer to a metric f(P) of PD(n) x Skew(n)
as a fibre metric.
For the basis transformations of state space, x(t) = T x(t), where T £ G L(n; W),
the matrices P and S in the parametrization are transformed congruently as
= (TPTT,

(P,S)-^(P,S)

TSTT).

(3.1)

For consistency with linear systems theory, we should define metrics on PD(n) x
Skew(n) invariant against the above congruent transformations.
3.1. Transformation invariant Riemannian metric on

PD(n)

Let EPq be the matrix with one as the (p, q)th element and zero otherwise. Now, we
define Ei, the basis matrices of vector space Sym(n), by
tLi .— CJo(p,q) — \

I Epq + Eqp,

p<q.

Here, a is an appropriate rule to assign integers to the pairs (p, q), i.e. a(p, q) = i,
where 1 < p < q < n and 1 < i < N := n(n + l ) / 2 .
Using Ei, we can represent any P £ PD(n) as P = ^ , = i *?* Ei uniquely, where
(n') belongs to some open subset of &N that satisfies the positive definiteness. Hence,
we consider (rf) as a global coordinate system of ./V-dimensional manifold PD(n).
Then, natural basis of tangent vector fields 3,- :_ d / drf can be identified with Ei,
i.e.,
X(PD(n)) 3 di ~ Ei E Sym(n),
l<i<N,
(3.2)
where X(PD(n)) denotes the set of tangent vector fields on PD(n). Using (3.2),
we shall hereafter identify X(PD(n)) with the set of Sym(n)-valued differentiable
function X(P) on PD(n):
X(PD(n))

3 J2 a\P) ^T ~ X(P)
t'=i

'

:= £

a\P) Eu

a\P)

£ C(PD(n))„

t=i

where C(PD(n)) denotes the set of differentiable functions on PD(n). Similarly we
shall identify the tangent vector space at P, which is denoted by Tp PD(n), with
Sym(n):
N

f a \

XP := V J a1' ( f-r)
.=i
\drfJp

N

£ TP PD(n) ~ X := V J a1' E{ £ Sym(n),
i=i

a'' £ E.

(3.3)
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First we shall make clear what invariance is required for a Riemannian metric on
PD(n). A Riemannian metric g(P) = [gij(P)] defines an inner product gp(.,.) on
each tangent space TP PD(n). To represent gP(.,.) as an inner product of Sym(n),
we use the same notation. Then these inner products are defined by
gP(di,dj)

= gp(Ei,Ej)

:= gij(P),

l<i<N,

l<j<N.

(3.4)

Denote the congruent transformation (3.1) by
TT:P<—>TPTT,

TeGL(n;M.),

(3.5)

which is induced by the basis transformation of the state space (1.11). Then using the
identification (3.3), the differential TT. : TpPD(n) H-> TTl.{P)PD(n)
is represented
as a transformation in Sym(n) by
T
TT.;X^TXT ,

(3.6)

T

where X and TX T indicate XP G TPPD(n) and TT.(XP)
G TTT{P)PD(n),
respectively.
The invariance we require here of a Riemannian metric g(P) is that the following
equation:
gp(Xp,YP)
= gTT{P)(TT.(XP),
TT.(YP))
(3.7)
should be satisfied for any P G PD(n), XP,YP
This is equivalent to
gP(X,Y)

= gTPTr

G TPPD(n)

and T G

(TXTT,TYTT)

GL(n;R).

_ (3.8)

for any P G PD(n), X, Y G Sym(n) and T G GL(n;R).
Now the invariant Riemannian metric on PD(n) is obtained.
Theorem 3.1.

Define j7.,(P) by
ft;(I3):=^r(p-1E,P-i^),

(3.9)

then g(P) = [gtj(P)] is a Riemannian metric on PD(n) invariant under the basis
transformation of the state space.
P r o o f . Because of (3.4) and (3.9), the inner product on Sym(n) is represented
by
gp(X,Y)=1-tr(p-1XP^Y).

(3.10)

Hence the invariance condition (3.8) can be easily confirmed as
9TPTT

=

(TXTT,

TYTT)

\tx{(p-1XP-lY)TTT-T}

= ± tr {T~T(p-1
= gP(X,Y).

X P~x

Y)TT)
(3.11)
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To show the positive definiteness of gij(P), consider the basis transformation
T 6 GL(n; E) satisfying
r
TPT = I.
(3.12)
Let X := J2i=i «' ~5.i then from the invariance we can get
N

gP(X,X)=

1

Y, ^(P)*'

1
1

2

2

a* = -tT {(P- X) } = -tT(X' ),

T

X':=TXT .

Since X' is also a symmetric matrix, ti(X'2) is identical to the square of the
Euclid norm of X', which is always positive except that X' = 0. This means gtj(P)
is positive definite. Moreover, the differentiability of gij(P) follows from that of
1
P- .
Thus, g(P) is proved to be an invariant Riemannian metric on PD(n).
Q
Example 2. We shall calculate the Riemannian metric on PD(2). Set {E,} as

EX := [ J

Q

J , E2 := [ \ J j , E3 := [ Q \

then P can be represented using coordinate system (if) as

n
n2

2

r?

From the result of Theorem 3.1, we obtain invariant Riemannian metric on PD(2)

ШП = (nW

2 2 2

- (т? ) )

(rf)2
2
-2n r?
2 2
(n )

-2nW
(n2)2
2 2
2
2{(n )
+ nW) ^ n
2
1 2
-2T7S
(r, )

Let P(t) = (»f'(t)). a < i < 6 be a differentiable curve on PD(n). The arc length L
of P(t) is defined by

and distance between two points is usually defined by the infimum of the lengths of
all differentiable curves connecting them. The distance defined like this is, of course,
invariant under the state-space basis transformation. Since the manifold PD(n)
equipped with Riemannian metric gij(P) defined in Theorem 3.1 is proved to be
Riemannian (globally) symmetric space [11,12], we can give the distance function
explicitly:
T h e o r e m 3.2. Assume P\ and P2 are in the Riemannian manifold (PD(n), g)
where g is defined in Theorem 3.1. The invariant distance between the points P i
and P2 is given by
dist(Pi ,P2)={tr[(log
P r o o f . See the Appendix.

PT)2}}1/2

,

where PT := P~ - P2 P~ -.
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Transformation invariant fibre metric of PD(n) x Skew(n)

On the other hand, define the basis matrices E^ of n(n — l)/2-dimensional vector
space Skew(n) by
E» := ES(Piq) = Epq - Eqp, p <q,
where a is an appropriate rule to assign integers to the pair (p, q), i.e. v(p,q) = \x,
where 1 < p < q < n and 1 < (JL < N := n(n — l ) / 2 . Then any skew symmetric
matrix S = (rjM) in each fibre space Skewp(n) is represented by
N

s = J2v"E„, r^ e l .
a=\
Furthermore, a Sicew(n)-valued differentiable function S(P) on PD(n) is just a
cross section of PD(n) x Skew(n):
N

S(P) = J2 ^(P)

E^eT

(PD(n) x SJcew(n)),

f}"(P) G C(PD(n)),

where T(PD(n) x Sicew(n)) denotes the set of cross sections of PD(n) x Sicew(n).
We regard E^ as a (constant) basis cross section.
A fibre metric f(P) = [fnx(P)] defines an inner product / p ( . , . ) on each fibre
Skewp(n)
fP(E^Ex)
:= f^(P),
E„,Exe
SkewP(n).
Note that the basis transformation of the state space causes the congruence transformation which maps S G Skewp(n) to TSTT G SkeWTPTT(n), °r equivalently,

(P,S)^(TPTT,TSTT).

rT:
Then we find a fibre metric f^x(P)
fP(S,R)

is required to satisfy the invariance such that

= fTPTr

(TSTT,

TRTT)

for any P G PD(n), S, Re SkewP(n) and T G GL(n;R).
An invariant fibre metric f(P) = [ffiX(P)] can be derived in the similar manner
to Theorem 3.1.
T h e o r e m 3.3.

Define f„x(P) by

Ux(P)-=-\^{P~lE,P-1Ex),
then f(P) = [ffix(P)] is a fibre metric of PD(n) x Skew(n) invariant under the basis
transformation of the state space.
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P r o o f . The invariance and the differentiability of fM\(P) are proved in the same
way of Theorem 2. In contrast to Theorem 2, skew symmetry guarantees the positive
definiteness. Consider the same basis transformation (3.12), then

fP(S,S)= jr / M A(P)^' = -itr{(p- 1 S) 2 }=-itr(S' 2 ) = itr(S'TS')=i||S'||2.
Hence, f(P) = [/ M A(P)] is positive definite.

•

4. DUAL CONNECTIONS ON PD(n) x Sicew(n)
Let t be in an interval [0,ti] C M. and c : i n
PD(n) from PQ to P j . For all t, consider a linear
Tp(t) PD(n) called a parallel displacement along
vector field on PD(n), then covariant derivative
is obtained from the parallel displacement Hc(t)

c(t) = P(t) be a smooth curve in
isomorphism Uc(t) : Tp0 PD(n) —•
the curve c. Let X(P) be a tangent
at Po for the direction c(0) = P(0)
as

vPwx = \im i { n ^ r ^ P M ) - x(p0)}.
Using the parallel displacement along all the smooth curve on PD(n), we can define
the covariant derivative vector field on PD(n).
In the same way, a parallel displacement along the curve c can be introduced to
the vector bundle PD(n) x SJcew(n). It is characterized as a linear isomorphism
n c (<) : Skewp0(n) —+ Skewp(t-)(n), and the corresponding covariant derivative for a
cross section S(P) E T(PD(n) x Skew(n)) is expressed by
v

Xo)5 = |™ 7 {fi.W'-W)) - s(pD)}.

The above shows that if parallel displacements IIC in T PD(n) and IJC in PD(n) x
Skew(n) are defined for any piecewise smooth curve c in PD(n), we can derive affine
connections V of TPD(n) and fibre connections^ of PD(n)xSkew(n),
respectively.
Consider two parallel displacements n c and H* of TPD(n) defined by
Ec(t)X

= X,

nc(t)X

= P(t)P0-1XP0~1P(t),

(4.1)

for any curve c and X G Sym(n) using the identification (3.3). Let V and V* denote
the corresponding affine connections. It is easily proved from (3.9) that these two
parallel displacements satisfy
gPo(X,Y)

= gP{t) (Ec(t)X,

K(t)Y),

VX, Y G Sym(n).

Such a pair of parallel displacements ( n c , II*.) and a pair of the derived connections
(V, V*) are said to be mutually dual [8]. The obtained results are as follows.
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T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . The covariant derivatives with respect to the parallel displacements
fl c and fl* satisfy
VEtEj=-EiP-lEj-Ejp-lEi,

VEiEs = 0,

(4,2)

respectively. Here, we are identifying the vector field d / drf and £..
P r o o f . Since the parallel displacement n c does not change basis tangent vectors
as n c Ei = Ei, the equation VJS, Ej = 0 obvious.
To obtain the VE Ej, we consider the curve 7 : P(t) defined by
P(t) := Tpi/3 exp(Xt)

= P^ exp(Xt) P * .

(4.3)

The curve 7 : P(t) is found to satisfy
P(0) = 0

and

P(Q) = Tpl/2. X = P* X P*,

where r P i / 2 . is the differential of Tpi/ 2 . Hence, to calculate the covariant derivative
V*j. Ej using the curve 7 : P(T), we shall set
X :=p-iE,-P-5.
Then from the definition of covariant derivative,
v

Since n * ( i )
Jl^Ej

-1

£.

E

J

= J™ 7 ( n ; W"1 EJ - E>} •

(4-4)

Ej is represented via (4.1) and (4.3) by

= PP(t)-1

Ej P(t)-X P=pi

exp(-Xt)

P-2EJ

P~* exp(-X<) P - ,

we substitute this expression in (4.4) to get
V

^

=

^{I,"exP(-^)I,"i^e"iexp(-X<)P^}|^ =

=

-P'XP-i

=

-Ei P-1 Ej - Ej P-1 Ei.

Ej-EjP-ixP>
D

Theorem 4 . 2 .
i) The manifold PD(n) is torsion free and flat with respect to the affine connection V. (We shall call the latter properties V-flat.
ii) The manifold PD(n) is torsion free and flat with respect to the affine connection V*. (We shall call the latter properties V*-f7at.)
Proof.
i) From (4.2), the coefficients of affine connection V, which are defined by Tijk :=
9p{^BiEj, Ek), vanish. This means the statement i).
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ii) First, let T*(.,.) be the torsion tensor of the affine connection V*. We have
T*jk := gP (T*(Ei,Ej),

Ek) = gP (v*Et Ej - V*B. Eu Ek) .

Here, the coefficients of affine connection V* denoted by T*jk is obtained by

T*ijk(P):=gP(W*BtEj,Ek)

l

=
1

~ti{P-\-Eip-lEi-Ejp-lEi)P-lEk}

1

= - t r (P- Ei P- Ej P-xEk)
using the symmetry of P, Ei, Ej and Ek. Hence, we get
T*jk(P) = T*jk(P) - T*jik(P) = 0.
Secondly, recall the definition of n*, then we find it depends not on the curve
it passes along but on the points where it starts and finishes. Furthermore, when
the curve is closed, n* is proved to map a tangent vector X £ Tp0PD(n) to itself.
This means ii) is true because the curvature tensors are geometrically interpreted
as changes of tangent vectors by parallel displacements along infinitesimally small
closed curves. Thus the statement ii) follows.
•
Similarly a pair of parallel displacements (fl c ,n*) for any curve can be defined
on PD(n) x Skew(n):
flc(t) S = S,

t[*c(t) S = P(t) P~lS

Po1 P(t)-

And we shall also call ( n c , II*), or a pair of the corresponding fibre connections
(V, V*), mutually dual because they satisfy
fPo(S, R) = fP{t)

(Uc(t), S, tl*c(t) R),

VS,Re

SkewPo(n).

We can show the followings similarly to Theorem 4.1 and 4.2.
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . The covariant derivatives with respect to the parallel displacements
fic and n* satisfy
V B i ftp = 0,

V*Et E» = -Ei P-1 E„ - £„ P-1

Ei,

respectively. Here, we are identifying E^ as the basis cross section.
T h e o r e m 4.4. The vector bundle PD(n) x Skew(n) is flat with respect to both
fibre connections V and V*. We shall call these properties V-flat and V*-i?at,
respectively.
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Remark 2 . Both V and V* are non-metric affine connections. However, we see
they qualify PD(n) as a torsion free, flat manifold in Theorem 4.2. Similarly, nonmetric fibre connections V and V* endow the vector bundle PD(n) x Skew(n) with
flatness.
The coordinate system (n1) is called affine with respect to V because its basis
vector fields satisfy V.g{ Ej = 0. The coordinate system (ij^) is also natural with
respect to V in the sense that its basis cross sections satisfy V B , E^ = 0. On the
other hand, we can also introduce affine and "natural" coordinate systems with
respect to V* and V*. These coordinate systems are called dual coordinate systems
[8]. Such a pair of primal and dual coordinate systems plays important roles in the
theory of dual connections, e.g., defining a pseudo-distance called divergences [8].
Another remark is that we can define the family of connections using (V, V*) and
(V, V*) in the same way to [8]. Define the connections depending one parameter
aelby
a
1 — a_
1 + a _„
V : _ — V + — V ,

2
1—a1 + a _*
V : = - ^ - V + ^ - V * .

We call V and V a-affine and a-fibre connections, respectively. The pairs of cona

-a

a

~

a

nections (V, V ) and (V, V ) are mutually dual, respectively. Particularly, affine
o
2
o
connection V and fibre connection V are metric. It is well known that V is called
Riemannian (Levi-Civita) connection of PD(n).
5. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF PARAMETER SPACE FOR
AND
Sf(A,B)

TS(A,B)

In the previous sections, we have defined metrics and connections, the fundamental quantities for the differential geometric structures of PD(n) x Skew(n). Now
using these quantities, we shall exploit the geometric structures of vector bundle
PD(n; A, B, Q) x Skew(n; B) = ^(^(A,
B)), which parametrizes TS(A, B) and
imbedded submanifold 4>g1(Sf(A,B)) in PD(n) x Skew(n), which parametrizes
Sf(A,B).
In this section, indices {i,j, • • •}, {a, b,...}, {/J, A,...} and {a, /?,...} attached to
quantities means that the quantities are components with respect to PD(n),
PD(n;A,B,Q),
Skew(n) and Skew(n;B), respectively.
5.1. G e o m e t r y of PD(n; A, B, Q)xSkew(n;

B) induced from

PD(n)xSkew(n)

Using the equation (2.2) which specifies the submanifold PD(n;A,B,Q)
in PD(n),
we first construct the coordinate system (ja) for PD(n;A,B,Q)
and then define
induced Riemannian metric and connections.
Since (2.2) is linear equations with respect to the components of P, i.e.,
n = (rf) ~ MN, then it can be rewritten as

Kn=w,

(5.1)
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where K G R(JV-JVP)XJV_ w £ ^N-N,, a r e g o m e c o n s t a n t m a t r i x a n d vector determined from (2.2) [6].
Let T be in GL(N;W.) which satisfies KT = [I 0] and define rf := T " 1 n. Then
(5.1) is transformed and solved as

[IQ]rf = w,
0

«/--["]

JVf

The free parameter 7 = (7 ) G M ' is just the coordinate system of the submanifold
PD(n; A,B,Q).
The relation between (77') and (7°) is
v(l)=Trj' = [T1T2] ,
Hence, the Jacobian matrix J := (drf / dja) — T2 is a constant matrix. Then,
the relation between basis tangent vector fields E, of PD(n) and Ea ~ 9 / 37° of
P D ( n ; A, B, Q) is found to be Ea = Ja Ei.
Using this relation, geometrical quantities on submanifold PD(n; A,B,Q) are
naturally induced from those of PD(n). The induced metric gab(j) on PD(n; A, B, Q)
is given by
9a<,(l) = JiJigij(T,).
(5.2)
Generally, the coefficients r a j c (7) of induced affine connections are obtained by
r a t c ( 7 ) = 9P{y) (V B a Eb, Ec) = J'a j{ J\ Tijk(r,) + (da J{b) j{ gij(j),

(5.3)

where Ttjk^) is the coefficients of any affine connection on PD(n).
By means of (5.2), (5.3), we can obtain the following results:
T h e o r e m 5 . 1 . PD(n; A, B, Q) is V-flat and V*-flat manifold in itself, namely its
Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor Rabcd and Rabca- vanish.
P r o o f . Since Jacobian matrix J in (5.3) is constant, its partial derivatives by 7"
vanish, da J%b = 0. From this and r.jjt = 0 (Theorem 4.1), (5.3) means r a j c = 0, i.e.,
the coefficients of affine connection for submanifold PD(n; A,B,Q) vanish. Since
Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensors of V-connection Rabcd is defined by
Rabcd = gp (R(EA, EB) Ec, Ed) = (da Tebc - db T ac ) ged + (Taed TEbc - Tbed T a c ) ,
it also vanishes. This shows PD(n; A,B,Q)
automatically from V-flatness [8].

is V-flat.

The V*-flatness follows
•

In the same way, using the equation (2.3) specifying Skew(n; B), we can construct
the coordinate system 7 = (ja) G M.Ns of Skew(n;B). In this fibre case, constant
Jacobian matrix denoted by J is also obtained: fj = J 7.
We can induce fibre metrics and connections on PD(n; A,B,Q) x Skew(n;B).
Since J is constant,
Mi)

= K ^

Ux(v)

taap(7) = fP (vEaEa,

Ef})=JaJ»J%TiiiX+(daJZ)

Then we can show the following similarly to Theorem 5.1.

J$fap = Ji J*J$tiltX(rj).
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Theorem 5.2. The vector bundle PD(n; A, B, Q) x Skew(n; B) is V- and V*-flat
vector bundle in itself, i.e., its curvatures vanish.
5.2. Geometry of <^Q1(Sf(A,B)) imbedded in PD(n) x Skew(n)
In section 2, we have seen S/(A, B) is imbedded in PD(n) x Skew(n) by <f>Q as (2.8).
We can get some results using this imbedding.
To see the structures of PD(n; A, B, Q) as a canonically imbedded submanifold
in PD(n), it is enough to calculate Euler-Schouten (imbedding) curvature tensor.
Let {/%} (k = Np + 1 , . . . , At) be the basis of orthogonally complement subspace
of Tp PD(n; A, B, Q) in Tp PD(n), then Euler-Schouten curvature tensor Habk- is
defined by
Habl = 9P (V«. Eb, Ek) ,

H*abl- = gP(VEaEb,EI).

This quantity shows how curved PD(m; A,B,Q)

(5.4)

is in PD(n).

T h e o r e m 5.3. The submanifold PD(n; A, B, Q) is an autoparaliel submanifold
in PD(n) with respect to V, namely, its Euler-Schouten (imbedding) curvature
is identically vanishes. Hence, PD(n; A,B,Q) is totally geodesic submanifold with
respect to V, which means that PD(n; A, B, Q) consists of all the V-geodesics whose
tangent vectors belong to the tangent space Tp PD(n; A, B, Q).
P r o o f . Calculating (5.4), Euler-Schouten curvature is
H

aik = Ja 4 4 r > r t + (?a j{) j£ 9jk.

(5.5)

From the facts Tijk = 0 and (Jb)is constant, Haik- is found to be zero as Theorem 5.1.
Since autoparaliel submanifold is always totally geodesic [10], the statement follows.

•
Let {EK}, K = Ats + 1 , . . . , At be the basis of orthogonally complement subspace of
Skew(n; B) in Skew(n). On a canonically imbedded submanifold PD(n;A,B,Q)
x
Skew(n; B) <-^> PD(n) x Skew(n), which has a subvector bundle structure, we can
define curvature tensor Ha^ and Haii- in the same manner to Euler-Schouten curvature tensor,

Haiac = fp (v E a .0„. Ehr) ,

K^

= fP (v*3o £„, Eb) •

It is also easy to observe only Hali-z vanishes and the subvector bundle
PD(n; A,B,Q)x Skew(n; B) consists of V-geodesics. However, when it is imbedded
into PD(n) x Skew(n) as the submanifold [jp^PD(n;A,B,Q) {$o(P) + Skewp(n;B)}
by <^Q 1 OXO^ I Q, which just embodies the structures of Sj(A, B) in S(n), this manifold
(not subvector bundle) is generally curved even in V-flat sense because of the originshifted term So(P)-
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have dually introduced affine and fibre connections on PD(n) x
Skew(n), which is diffeomorphic to S(n). Then, using these connections, geometric
structures of stable state feedback systems have been discussed. Connections V and
V are proved to characterize them well. Analysis by divergences and applications of
obtained results will be found in another place.

APPENDIX: THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2
To prove the theorem we need some notions. We illustrate them applying the abstract theory of Riemannian symmetric space [11,12] to our manifold (PD(n), g).
Consider the following mappings i and r on PD(n):
TT: P^TPTT,

i:Py~*p-\

TeGL(n;M).

x

By differentiating P P~ = / , we get it, the differential of i by
t* : TP PD(n) 3 X •-+ t*(X) = -P~l X P~l G Tl{P)PD(n).

(AT)

The differential of TT denoted by TT. is
TT.

: TP PD(n)

3 X . - TT.(X)

= TX

TT

e TTT{P)

PD(n).

(A.2)

Using the Riemannian metric g in Theorem 1, the inner product (., .)P of TP PD(n)
is
{X,Y)P

= ti(p-1XP-1Y),

X,Y eTPPD(n).

(A.3)

Since (A.l) and (A.2) shows that the differential i, and TT. satisfy
(X,Y)P

= <*,(*), i.(Y))l(P),

(X,Y)P

= (TT.(X),

TT.(Y))THP),

I and TT are called isometries of Riemannian manifold (PD(n), g).
Define the mappings sp for each P e PD(n) by
Sp

:= Tpi/2

O l O Tp_i/2 .

It is easily examined that i) sp is also an isometry, ii) sp is the identity, however so
is not sp itself, iii) P is an isolated fixed point of sp. Such Riemannian manifold
(PD(n), g) equipped with the mapping sp for each P £ PD(n) is called Riemannian
(globally) symmetric.
The manifold PD(n) can be identified with a quotient manifold GL(n; E) / 0(n).
Denote the Lie algebra of GL(m;M) by gl(n). Lie algebra of 0(n) is known to
be Skew(n). Since gl(n) is decomposed as gl(n) = SJcew(ri) © Sym(n), Sym(n) is
isomorphic to Tj PD(n). We denote this isomorphism by dir:

dn: X e Sym(n) ^X~2XeTi

PD(n).
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Lemma A.l.

[11, p. 173], [12, p. 71] Let jx(t) be the geodesic satisfying
TA-(O) = / £ PD(n),

jx(0) = X £ Tj PD(n).

Then, jx(t) is given by
lx(t)

= rexpXt(I)=exVXt,

(A.4)

where X = (dir)-1 X = A X and exp is exponential mapping of matrices.

•

Since Riemannian symmetric space is complete [2,3], the exponential mapping
Exp, of (PD(n), g):
E x P / : X <ETP PD(n)

^

Tx

( l ) = exp X G PD(n),

(A.5)

can be defined on the entire 7/ PD(n). Furthermore, Lemma A.l means that Exp 7
is diffeomorphism between Tj PD(n) and PD(n) because exp is.
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3.2. We shall consider the distance between P\ and Pi €
PD(n). Using the isometry rp-i/2, P\ and P^ are transformed as

TP-U*(PI)

Consequently

= I,

T p - , / , ( P 2 ) = P f * P2 P^

=

Br.

di_t(Pi, ft) = d i S t ( L P T )

because of the invariant Riemannian metric g. On general Riemannian manifolds
(M,g) the distance between p and Exp p X is given by \Jg(p) (X, X) [12]. Since, in
our case, Exp 7 is given from (AA) and (A.5) by
Exp 7 X = exp X,
the tangent vector X satisfying Exp P X = PT is log PT • Therefore
dist(/,P T ) = ((logPr, l o g P T ) / ) 1 / 2 = {tr[(logP T ) 2 ]} 1 / 2 .
This proves the theorem.

D
(Received March 16, 1993.)
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